


Ars Ikasia’s ceramics are conceived as unique objects 
and created careful ly by hand.

They are born of my desire to shape clay 
and capture images,  meanings,  rhythm and l i fe .

I  have classif ied my work in f ive ceramic l ines: 
Okhra,  Terra,  Azura,  Kreta  and Umbra, 
each one with an essential  intention.

The art  pieces are destined to captivate and reveal , 
to radiate the space of your own universe.



With engobes and glazes

Catalog icons

 Characteristics

 Ceramic prices

Ceramics f ired 
at high temperatures

Unique object 
with original  design

Pieces in different shapes Pieces in different colors

With engobes inside With engobes outside With glazes inside

Prices are in United States dollars (USD):
- They are shown in ranges due to the uniqueness of each piece.
-  They include the value-added tax (VAT)
- They do not include shipping or exporting costs .

The price for orders of mult iple objects and the price for custom items, 
as well  as the cost of their  shipment,  wil l  be determined on a case-by-case basis .



  Bowls 



Okhra c1

4 x 7  cm 
1½” x 2¾”
$21 -  $28

 Mini bowls



Okhra c2

6-8 x 12-16 cm 
2¼-3” x 4¾-6¼”

$49 -  $90

 Bowls



Okhra c3

8-10 x 20-23 cm 
3-4” x 8-9”

$129 -  $200

 Large bowls



  Vases



Terra v1

7-10 x 8-11 cm 
2¾-4” x 3-4¼”

$49 -  $90

 Small vases



Terra v2

10-15 x 12-15 cm 
4-6” x 4¾-6”

$109 -  $200

 Vases



Terra v3

16-20 x 16-20 cm 
6¼-8” x 6¼-8”
$219 -  $320

 Large vases



  Boxes



 Small boxes

Azura b1

7 x 7  cm 
2¾” x 2¾”

$69 -  $90

Atemp

Engob int 
Engob ext

Vidriado int

Dorig



 Boxes

Azura b2

8-10 x 8-10 cm 
3-4” x 3-4”

$109 -  $200



  Pendant figures



Kreta n1

7 x 7  cm 
2¾” x 2¾”

$13

Kreta n2

11 x 7  cm 
4¼” x 2¾”

$18

 Pendant figures



  Sculptures



 Sculptures

Umbra e

25-45 x 20-35 cm 
9¾-17¾” x 8-13¾”

Starting from $420




